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 The Cave is set in an underground cave system, where the player character and a small group of companions are trapped. The
story is told by interactive journal entries written by the character and is accompanied by a musical score composed by former

Depeche Mode producer Dave Boyd. The Cave can be played either as a point-and-click adventure or a text adventure. The
player can make decisions in various dialog options, such as asking for help, directing their companions, or speaking with an

imprisoned monster. The player can also search for useful items and use them to find their way out of the cave. The only
inventory items are a torch, a canteen and a flint and steel. The game is seen as an homage to the point-and-click adventure

genre of the 1980s. The Cave was first released on 19 February 2019 for Microsoft Windows and Mac OS X. A PlayStation 4
version was released on 29 August 2019. The Cave includes the Freeplay mode, which is an infinite mode that the player can
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play at will, with no waypoints, and no way to die. It is meant to be used as a sandbox to discover secrets or to amuse the player.
Reception The Cave received "generally favorable" reviews, according to review aggregator website Metacritic. See also List of

video games notable for negative reception References External links Category:2019 video games Category:Point-and-click
adventure games Category:Action-adventure games Category:Video games developed in the United States Category:Video

games with textual graphics Category:Windows games Category:MacOS games Category:PlayStation 4 games Category:Xbox
One games Category:Nintendo Switch gamesQ: Appending to the database field using jdbc I'm trying to append a record to the
database but when I save the app into my android device it gives an error about some field "dob" is duplicate even though when
i check the app on the server it works. String sql = "update CHECKINOUT SET CHECKINOUT.CHECKINOUTDOB = dob,

CHECKINOUT.CHECKOUTFROM = CHECKINOUT.CHECKINFROM, CHECKINOUT.CHECKOUTTO =
CHECKINOUT.CHECKOUT 520fdb1ae7
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